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摘  要 











































Fuses are widely used in many fields since they are simple to construct and 
perform well in protecting electric circuits. The compute-aided engineering technique 
is used to analyze the working characteristics of the low-voltage filling-less tube fuse 
in this paper. And the optimization design is also provided. The popular finite element 
analysis software ANSYS is adopted in the paper. Solid model is first constructed in 
preprocessing module by APDL commands so that the properties of the fuse material 
and its dimensions can be easily modified to represent different types of the fuse. 
Different configuration of the fuse-link can be achieved by only changing the 
fuse-link construction. Boolean operation is also used to decrease the difficulty of 
figuring out the complicated models. Then, according to finite element principle, 
mesh control methods such as sweep mesh, free mesh, node merge etc. are used to 
discretize solid model into reasonable finite element model for the following 
numerical analysis. 
Based on the fuse finite element model constructed above, proper initial 
condition and boundary condition are proposed according to different fuse working 
states. The effect factors such as the heat generation, phase change, fuse-link breaking 
and the environment temperature, convection condition, the size and format of the 
loading current are all integrated considered. Then, nonlinear transient computation is 
executed to analyze the fuses with a single threadlike fuse-link or a tin-dot threadlike 
delay fuse-link to get their breaking characteristics. 
After a series of calculation, the temperature distribution along fuse-links, time 
and energy for fuse breaking can all be figured out. The breaking performance has 
also been studied by comparing the breaking ability of the two different kinds of 
fuse-links. The results show that, under the same low over-current load condition, the 
tin-dot welded in the vital position can regulate the temperature rising ratio for a 
threadlike fuse-link, and delays or accelerates the breaking due to the diameter of the 
tin-dot. The paper optimizes the matching diameter ratio of the tin-dot to the fuse-link 
in order to meet a certain time delay requirement. A group of data that show the 
influence of the tin-dot size to the breaking time is also presented as a curve. This 
curve can help to choose the tin-dot size to meet the protecting demand in a practical 















the most important characteristic of the fuse performance parameter, which reveal the 
time and energy needed to break a fuse while over-loaded. The numerical computation 
results are compared with parameters of matured fuse products to validate the 
feasibility and accuracy of the method proposed in this paper. At last, certain type of 
the fuse is experimented to get its I-t performance curve to compare with the I-t curve 
achieved by this numerical calculation method. The comparison results show that the 
two curves are almost in accordance with each other. 
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§1.1  熔断器的发展历史及研究现状 
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类别。UL 规范是北美认证的主要标准，是美国 UL 保险商实验室的标准。美国
UL 机构直接对产品进行认证，并颁发证书和使用认证标记，加拿大的 CSA 机构






























年，英国 Nottingham 大学的 A Wright 教授曾采用有限差分法对高分断能力熔断
器的弧前现象进行了数学模型的研究[6]；至 1986 年，孟宪忠运用有限元法，不
考虑熔体对外散热条件下计算了大短路电流下的弧前特性 [7]；2002 年，
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